Review – Knives Out
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I had seen the film before and was surprised how much I enjoyed a second viewing despite Daniel Craig's accent. Thank you for letting us back to some sort of normality.
A lot of hard work managing it all but it worked.
Excellent. Great fun.
I thoroughly enjoyed the film. It was light-hearted, did not take itself seriously and was
a perfect choice given the dour nature of the last several months.
I enjoyed the film and thought it a good choice to get KLCC going again. Finally, thanks
to those members who made it possible in difficult times.
And please pass on to the committee that we would be more than delighted if they took
on the handling of Covid in this country, they would do it far more efficiently than the
ghastly lot in charge now. The evening arrangements were handled very well so thank
you to all concerned.
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It was lovely to be back at
a screening, and I was so
pleased that plenty of
people felt able to attend.
Knives Out is quite weak
and too long. Having said
that, it was pleasant and
undemanding; the sort of
thing we needed to
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Delightfully tongue-in-cheek, well acted and produced. And if sound a bit loud, theatre
quite chilly, precautions necessary (but well managed) - no matter. A pleasure to have
the club functioning again with a very suitable first choice.
It was certainly more enjoyable on a second viewing and Daniel Craig's drawl was less
irritating. Thank you very much to Cinema club committee for making all the
arrangements and managing safe distancing so efficiently. Look forward to the next
film.
A fun film, very suitable for getting the club going again.
Very good.
Great suspense and fun.
I had seen the film before, but enjoyed it again the second time round. Just what was
needed. It was a bit over long, but it was interesting to see actors such as Chris Evans
and Daniel Craig in unfamiliar roles.
Very good (2)
I thought the film last night was very good. Good to be back thanks.
Great light relief=I laughed out loud, hoping I didn’t disturb my neighbours. Many
thanks.
Very good - cleverly made. Please thank team for making our evening out possible. It
was very cold in the Guildhall again - perhaps due to non-use for a while. (2)
Not sure about Daniel Craig but it was all crazy anyway! Shame Christopher Plummer
killed himself unnecessarily but who was to know. I'm glad none of the family got any of
the money. I like a good car chase and thought the policeman's comment at the end
was funny. It was a good plot with unintentionally funny characters. Grandma was
great! Good set up for our safety too. Thank you. Although I don't think the stairs had
been hoovered since last time we were there!
We thought it was great, thank you for showing it!
We enjoyed the film and thought it was good, although we weren’t sure that Daniel
Craig’s performance really came off. We didn’t see the solution coming, so were
satisfactorily surprised in true Agatha Christie fashion
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encourage people to
attend.

